
Speed investigation and maximize  
your resources
An incredibly versatile and intuitive document review tool,  
QView delivers:

•  How you want it, when you want it, simple and secure 
access to vital documents for review—even offline

•  The fastest, most flexible review experience that almost 
instantly renders documents in native or near-native form

•  Intuitive, customizable interface mastered in minutes, even 
by nontechnical users

•  Robust tool set capable of handling any standard review 
including document navigation, labeling, metadata filtering, 
keyword search, geolocation, tagging and more

•    Mobile data forensic review lets you investigate  
further into photos, video, SMS, MMS and third-party  
chat applications

•  Collaboration capabilities allow multiple users to  
work on the same case—or multiple cases—
simultaneously

With the right toolset and top speeds, you can maximize the 
output of every reviewer. 
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Get the fastest, clearest view of your data 
QView™ from AccessData®

Remarkably easy, accelerated document review
When it comes to document review, time is money … and speed matters. You want the fastest, most flexible review experience, 

without the lag of web-based rendering. Fast-track your investigations and discovery with rapid document review and untether 

your vital documents from the cloud. Only QView™ from AccessData® delivers the speed and agility of a desktop app in a 

standalone viewer that interoperates with your other web-based investigative and discovery tools for unmatched, blazing-fast 

document review.

QView eliminates the need for conversion, rendering a wide variety 
of document types—from simple spreadsheets and PDFs to massive 
multimedia files and more—with lightning speed.

QView lets users view more and do more with mobile data extractions, 
such as UFED reports.



Examine Documents from Anywhere
Work online with any file type—or download data directly to 
your device and review vital documents quickly, simply and 
securely, without Internet access. Then, easily sync changes 
when back online, keeping notes, tags and coding intact.

Experience Unmatched Speed, Ease and Utility
Get the fastest, most flexible review, featuring a full 
complement of tools—QView is more than capable of 
handling any standard digital investigation. 

View Large Files and Multimedia Fast, with Clarity
QView was designed with large files and multimedia 
in mind. View a 500MB PDF with over 50,000 pages in 
seconds, or watch a gigabyte movie or multimedia file 
without waiting to download or stream data.

Empower Any Reviewer or Investigator
Even the greenest or most nontechnical investigator can be 
up and reviewing with minimal training—saving significant 
time and maximizing the output of your entire team.

Easily Dig Deeper into Mobile Data
Access more mobile data and investigate further into SMS, 
MMS and third-party chat applications in UFED reports and 
from other mobile file extractions with forensically sound 
review capabilities.

The fully functional grid view of QView enables basic filtering and sorting 
so you can understand the critical metadata associated with each 
document. Integrated graphics help you visualize your data.

Whether it’s for investigation, litigation or compliance, AccessData® offers industry-leading solutions that put the power of forensics in your 
hands. For over 30 years, AccessData has worked with more than 130,000 clients in law enforcement, government agencies, corporations 
and law firms around the world to understand and focus on their unique collection-to-analysis needs. The result? Products that empower 
faster results, better insights, and more connectivity. For more information, visit www.accessdata.com

Visit us online: www.accessdata.com

QView includes a Coding Panel for users who want to tag or code 
documents directly into QView, which is synced to the database.
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QView lets you locate your files quickly by size, category or extension; 
thumbnails provide helpful visual clues.

To request a QView demo, visit 
www.accessdata.com/products-services/qview.
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